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Norwegian long-haul capacity set to
fall significantly this winter
Analysis of the latest schedule data, provided by Norwegian to
Cirium Data and Analytics, indicates that the airline currently
plans to cut seat capacity by 20% this winter (November 2019
to March 2020) with ASKs set to fall by 26%. At present, the
schedule data shows only a handful of 737 MAX 8 flights before
March 2020 accounting for around one-third of the ‘lost’
capacity. Norwegian has had 18 of the type grounded since
March. Around 50% of the reduced seat capacity is coming
from the main 737-800 fleet, while around 30% of the
reduction in ASKs is coming from the long-haul 787 fleet.

served; Boston, Denver, Fort Lauderdale, Los Angeles, New York
JFK, Oakland and Orlando.
Norway still #1 for seats - twice as big as Sweden
Although the US is now the biggest market for ASKs, Norway
remains the leading market as measured by seats, thanks to the
airline’s extensive domestic network. The Norwegian market is
still more than twice as big as the Swedish market in terms of
seats in 2019, with Spain in a close third place. Denmark, the
UK and the US round out the top six for seat capacity

Welcome

Since our last issue just a fortnight ago,
the European airline industry has seen
the demise of Thomas Cook Airlines in
the UK, and Aigle Azur and XL Airways
France in France, while Slovenia’s Adria
Airways has been grounded for a 30 intercontinental routes dropped this winter
number of days. This bodes badly for Closer inspection of schedule data reveals that Norwegian will
the upcoming winter period.
not be flying 30 intercontinental routes this winter that it did in
We analyse trends at Norwegian and
Pegasus, two previously fast-growing
airlines. Booming Krakow Airport is
profiled and we compare growth rates
of Europe’s major (U)LCCs.

W18/19. Of these, 22 are routes between Europe and the US,
while the remaining eight involve routes to Israel, Jordan,
Morocco, Singapore and the UAE.

Many of these US routes have become summer-only routes
rather than year-round services. Three routes to Oakland in
California have been replaced by services to nearby San
Francisco, while the Gatwick to Fort Lauderdale service has
Ralph Anker been replaced by service to Miami.

ralph@anker-report.com US market is #1 for ASKs
The US market is of critical importance to Norwegian. Although
services to the US only began in 2013, by 2018 it was the
airline’s biggest country market for ASKs, a position it has
maintained in 2019. It is around 40% bigger than the Spanish
market. The home Norwegian market, which was still #1 for
ASKs in 2017 now ranks only third, just ahead of the UK.
The French market has seen rapid ASK growth for Norwegian in
recent years. Long-haul flights to the US from Paris CDG began
in July 2016 and by S18 a total of seven destinations were being
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Almost 20 airports lose Norwegian flights this winter
A total of 12 airports which welcomed at least 60 Norwegian
flights last winter (equivalent to three flights per week) will not
see any services from the airline this winter. Ranked in order of
flights operated in W18/19, they are: Düsseldorf, Fort-deFrance, Pointe-a-Pitre, Cayenne, Oakland, Providence,
Montreal, Las Vegas, Chicago ORD, Skelleftea, Shannon and
Bilbao. In addition, planespotters at Amman, Aqaba, Cologne
Bonn, Hannover and Singapore will also be waiting in vain to
see any Norwegian aircraft arriving this winter.
Norwegian is suspending all five of its routes from Düsseldorf to
Spain at the end of the summer season. The routes to Alicante,
Gran Canaria, Malaga, Palma de Mallorca and Tenerife TFS are
all already served by both Eurowings and Ryanair subsidiary
Lauda.
Three ‘new’ airports for W19/20
There are just three airports welcoming Norwegian flights this
winter for the first time; Miami, Rio de Janeiro and San
Francisco. Miami flights started in S19, as did Rio and San
Francisco flights, all from Gatwick. San Francisco also welcomes
Barcelona and Paris CDG flights at
continues on page 9
the end of October.
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Pegasus growth stalls in 2019 as domestic traffic falls by 15%; over 70
international destinations served from Istanbul SAW this summer
Pegasus Airlines is one of Europe’s biggest LCCs having
carried almost 30 million passengers in 2018. This is not
far off the figures achieved by Norwegian, Vueling and
Wizz Air. However, all three of those carriers are truly
pan-European with bases outside of their home markets.
Based in non-EU Turkey means that Pegasus only has
bases in one country, though it is helped by a large
domestic market.
Traffic down 3% in 2019
In two of the last three years traffic growth has been
below 10%, though 2017 saw increased growth of 15%.
According to a Reuters poll the Turkish economy is
expected to contract in 2019, which will be the first such
decline for a decade. Looking at Pegasus Airlines’s traffic
data for the first eight months of 2019 shows that
domestic passenger numbers are down 15.2% (to 10.32
million). The better news is that international traffic is up
17.7% (to 9.02 million), but when combined, overall
traffic is still down 2.9%, suggesting that reaching the 30
million annual passenger milestone may have to wait at
least until 2020.
Although international traffic still represents less than
half of the airline’s total traffic, it accounts for just over
70% of the airline’s ASKs in 2019.
Now operating more Airbus than Boeing aircraft
For many years Pegasus operated an all-Boeing fleet of
737s, gradually moving to an all 737-800 fleet. However,
in late 2012 it placed an order for 100 A320neo family of
aircraft. According to the latest Airbus database this is
split between 57 A320neos and 43 A321neos. So far 27
A320neos have been delivered. In total Pegasus’s fleet
now comprises 43 Airbus aircraft and 39 Boeing 737800s.
Over 60% of seats at Istanbul SAW
Pegasus’s main base of operations is at Istanbul SAW
where this summer it accounted for 61% of scheduled
seat capacity according to analysis of Cirium Data and
Analytics figures. This is well ahead of Turkish Airlines,
which accounts for 33% of seats at Istanbul’s second
busiest airport.
This summer Pegasus served 71 international
destinations non-stop from Istanbul SAW as well as a
further 32 domestic destinations. Between S11 and S15
the number of international destinations served doubled
from 30 to 60. At the same time the average weekly
frequency on international routes increased from 6.2
flights per week to 8.1 flights per week.
Since 2015 Pegasus has added 19 new international
routes, not all of which are still operating:
2016: Gabala (18 March), Sulaymaniyah (4 September)
2017: Abu Dhabi (20 June), Grozny (12 April), Nizhniy
Novgorod (20 June), Samara (19 June), Volgograd (19
June)
2018: Dammam (7 June), Jeddah (1 December), Muscat
(3 July), Rotterdam (16 December), Sharjah (13
December)
2019: Basra (28 May), Casablanca (8 July), Eindhoven (29
June), Manchester (1 July), Ras Al Khaimah (27
November), Riyadh (28 May), Venice VCE (1 July)
Of the four Russian routes launched in 2017, only Grozny
is still served.
As measured by ASKs (Available Seat kilometres) which
takes into account sector length, aircraft size and
frequency, the airline’s busiest route is to London STN,
which is operated 4-daily during the summer peak.
Other international routes
This summer Pegasus has operated over 60 international
routes from Turkish airports other than Istanbul SAW.
Some 24 of these are from Antalya, with a strong focus
on German destinations. A further 12 routes are from
Izmir with another 10 from Ankara.
Over 30% of the airline’s non-Istanbul international
capacity is to Ercan in Turkish controlled Northern
Cyprus. German destinations account for a further 30%,
with Jordan, Ukraine and Israel the next most popular
country markets. This August, Pegasus operated 113
weekly flights spread across 10 German airports, making
it the leading country market for the airline.
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Croatia: Croatia’s tourist airports are all showing solid
growth in August. In the summer peak, both Split and
Dubrovnik are busier than the airport serving the capital
Zagreb. Zadar’s impressive growth was driven by a
combination of Ryanair, easyJet and Condor expansion.
Italy: The big Italian news in August was the closure of

Milan Linate for three months (27 July to 27 October). As
a result the majority of the airport’s traffic has been
diverted to Malpensa, which experienced a 33% increase
in passenger numbers. Only Pisa among the top 12
airports showed a drop in passengers, as a result of
British Airways, Pobeda and Ryanair reducing capacity.

Overall, the top five airlines all registered capacity
growth, led by Volotea (+14%).
Sweden: Passenger numbers fell by almost 4% across
Swedish airports in August. Ryanair’s expansion at
Stockholm NYO and Gothenburg helped the airline be
the fastest-growing in Sweden in August.
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Krakow heading for 8 million pax in 2019; belated arrival of Wizz Air
base and rapid Ryanair expansion driving 20% growth this summer
Poland’s second busiest airport (after Warsaw WAW) has
achieved growth of between 15% and 20% in each of the
last three years, helping to boost passenger numbers
from below four million in 2014 to almost 6.8 million in
2018. Prior to Poland joining the EU in May 2004 the
airport handled fewer than one million passengers per
annum.
SkyEurope leads LCC way before Ryanair strikes
The first airline to take advantage of Poland’s EU
membership and try and grow the Krakow market was
Bratislava-based SkyEurope (IATA code NE), which
opened a base at the airport in September 2004. It
launched over 20 routes from Krakow before ceasing
nearly all operations from the airport at the end of S07.
Polish carrier Centralwings (IATA code C0) began flights
from Krakow in 2005. Ryanair’s first service to Krakow
began in October 2005 from London STN. The Irish
carrier would quickly grow its network from Krakow to
become the airport’s leading airline by the end of 2007.
It has increased capacity every year since (with the
exception of 2014) and made the airport a designated
base in April 2013.
Wizz Air base driving growth in 2019
In the first seven months of 2019 growth has been even
higher, with demand up just over 20%, suggesting that
around eight million passengers may be welcomed by
the end of the year. Wizz Air’s belated decision to start
operations at the airport in May 2019 and make the
airport a base has helped drive this faster growth.
Having started 14 routes earlier in the summer, Wizz Air
has added four more in mid-September to bring its
network to 18 routes. This will make the airline the
second busiest in Krakow this winter, some 50% bigger
than easyJet in third place, but still well behind Ryanair.
A further 10 new routes are set to launch in S20.
Meanwhile, in the last three years Ryanair has more
than doubled its route network at the airport from over
30 destinations to almost 70.
Lufthansa is bigger than LOT
Among flag-carriers (shown in purple on the graph
below), Lufthansa offers more seats (but fewer flights)
than LOT. The German flag-carrier serves both Frankfurt
and Munich with multiple-daily flights to enable
connections to long-haul destinations.
LOT offers domestic flights to Warsaw WAW and
Gdansk, as well as flights to Bucharest, Budapest,
Dubrovnik and Tel Aviv. Apart from Budapest, the other
three were all launched this summer. Notably, it also
flies to Chicago 3-weekly during the summer peak,
accounting for two-thirds of the airline’s ASKs at the
airport. Krakow’s only other medium/long-haul route is
with flydubai to Dubai. Next year will see LOT resume
flights to New York JFK while American Airlines will start
5-weekly Chicago service in May.
Air France set to return in 2020
Other flag-carriers present in Krakow are Aegean Airlines
(to Athens), Austrian Airlines (to Vienna), British Airways
(to London LHR), Brussels Airlines (to Brussels), Finnair
(to Helsinki), Iberia (to Madrid in summer), KLM (to
Amsterdam), SAS (to Copenhagen and Stockholm),
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SWISS (to Zurich) and Ukraine International Airlines (to
Kiev KBP). Air France will return to Krakow in S20 having
served the airport briefly in S16.

connected to 16 UK airports this summer, compared
with 14 last summer, with Doncaster Sheffield and
London LTN new this year.

UK is leading market, Ukraine is fastest-growing
Looking at the leading country markets from Krakow in
2019 Q3 clearly shows the dominance of the UK market
with Germany second and Italy third. Krakow is

The fastest-growing country market has been Ukraine.
Ryanair has started four routes (to Kharkiv, Kiev KBP,
Lviv and Odessa) while Wizz Air has started serving
Kharkiv and Kiev IEV.
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Aigle Azur stops flying; 70% of seat capacity was on routes to Algeria
Aigle Azur (IATA code ZI), France’s biggest airline outside
of the Air France Group of carriers, which filed for
bankruptcy earlier in September, ceased operations on
Friday 27 September. The carrier was almost 50% owned
by HNA Group, the parent company of China’s Hainan
Airlines, while legendary aviation entrepreneur David
Neeleman (Morris Air, WestJet, JetBlue and Azul) held
32% of the airline’s shares.
The airline operated a fleet of 11 Airbus aircraft; eight
A320s, two A330s which joined the fleet last summer
and a solitary A319. The airline’s main base of operation
was Paris ORY, where it ranked as the seventh busiest
carrier (after Air France, Transavia, Vueling, easyJet,
Royal Air Maroc and Corsair) and accounted for around
3.4% of flight departures. In S18 Aigle Azur had ranked
as the fifth biggest carrier at the airport, with 4.0% of
flights. The airline’s slot portfolio at Orly will be of
interest to other carriers.
14th biggest international carrier in France
Analysing international traffic capacity across all French
airports this summer (to the end of September), Aigle
Azur ranks as the country’s 14th biggest carrier for
international seats, just behind Norwegian and just
ahead of TAP Portugal.
Algeria and Portugal flights dominated
For many years the airline’s scheduled network was
dominated by flights to Algeria, and to a much lesser
extent to Portugal. In 2016 these two country markets
accounted for almost 97% of the airline’s scheduled seat
capacity.
In 2017 this reduced a little to 94% with the airline
launching new routes from Paris ORY to Beirut (June),
Berlin TXL (December) and Moscow DME (also
December). These routes continued in 2018 and were
joined by new routes from Marseille to Beirut, and new
Paris ORY routes to Beijing, Milan MXP and Sao Paulo
VCP. The latter is the main base in Brazil for Azul.
As a result, in 2018 the share of the airline’s network
that was flying to somewhere other than Algeria or
Portugal had jumped dramatically to 23%. While Air
Algerie was the biggest carrier in the France to Algeria
market with almost 60% of seat capacity, Aigle Azur was
a clear second with 27% of the market, well ahead of Air
France which had just 7% of the market. Between France
and Portugal, Aigle Azur was only the seventh biggest
carrier this summer, with just under 2% of the market.
Paris CDG ops began this summer
In July this year Aigle Azur had launched scheduled
flights from Paris CDG to Algiers and Oran. In addition a
2-weekly link between Marseille and Moscow DME had
been introduced at the start of S19, with Kiev becoming
a new destination from Paris ORY in mid-April.

CDG-based long-haul specialist XL Airways France ceases operations
XL Airways France (IATA code SE) ceased operations on
23 September. With a fleet of just four Airbus A330s
(three -200s and one -300), the Paris CDG based longhaul carrier was not a major airline, but it did operate a
number of significant long-haul services from the French
capital.
Looking at scheduled capacity planned for all of 2019,
the US market was by far the busiest for the airline,
accounting for 38% of all scheduled seats. This made it
almost three times larger than the next biggest market.
Shifted New York service from JFK to Newark in June
According to analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics
figures, the airline’s biggest route in 2019 was between
CDG and New York EWR. It had moved its New York
service from JFK to Newark in June of this year. Its other
US destinations were Los Angeles, Miami and San
Francisco.
The airline’s next busiest scheduled routes from CDG in
2019 after New York were Punta Cana in the Dominican
Republic, Pointe-a-Pitre in Guadeloupe, Fort-de-France
in Martinique and Cancun in Mexico. Jinan was the
Chinese destination served (for Chinese tour operators).
While most services were from Paris, the airline also
served Reunion from Lyon. One destination dropped for
2019 was Tel Aviv, which was served 101 times in 2018.
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Wizz Air is fastest-growing pan-European (U)LCC in S19; Norwegian
reports four straight months of falling demand though RPKs still up
Europe is now blessed with a significant number of panEuropean (U)LCCs operating from multiple bases across
the region, not just in their home countries. Ryanair,
easyJet and Wizz Air have adopted this policy from early
in their histories.
Norwegian, which originally focussed on bases in its
home Scandinavian market, opened a base at London
LGW in 2013 and has also based aircraft at various
Spanish airports.
Vueling, which launched in July 2004 from Barcelona and
Valencia, opened a Paris CDG base in May 2007 followed
by Paris Orly in July 2009. Amsterdam became a base in
2011, as did Brussels BRU, Florence and Rome FCO in
2014.
Eurowings is arguably the latest LCC to go pan-European.
Although the majority of its bases are in either Germany
or Austria, it has opened a base in Palma de Mallorca
following the collapse of airberlin. Of the six airlines
analysed here it is therefore the least pan-European.
Comparing data for Europe’s six pan-European LCCs
All six carriers now regularly report their monthly traffic
statistics. As a result it is possible to compare passenger
growth rates for the carriers since the beginning of 2018.
However, there are a few issues readers should be
aware of when analysing these figures:
•

•

easyJet: The UK carrier has stopped reporting
passenger figures on a monthly basis. It does still
report monthly figures, but only every quarter. So,
for example, in its most recent results, it provided
passenger figures for April, May and June. This
means that figures for July, August and September
will not be published until some time in November.
It should also be noted that the airline’s reported
growth figures for January to August 2018 do not
include figures for Berlin TXL operations, hence the
sudden jump in September 2018 when the Tegel
figures are included.
Vueling: The carrier’s results are included in those
of its parent company IAG. During 2018 only RPK
(Revenue Passenger Kilometres) figures were
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provided. However, assuming no great change in
average sector length, changes in RPK are a good
proxy for passenger growth. In 2019, IAG’s figures
now show actual passenger numbers for Vueling.
•

Eurowings: Published as part of Lufthansa Group’s
monthly statistics, Eurowings figures include those
of Brussels Airlines as the Belgian flag-carrier was
supposed to be fully absorbed into Eurowings.
However, at Lufthansa’s Capital Markets Day
presentation in June, it was confirmed that Brussels
Airlines’s integration into Eurowings would be
stopped. What this means for the airline’s
reporting of its passenger statistics remains to be
seen.
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Norwegian traffic falling in S19
Looking at the trends in 2019 clearly shows continued
impressive growth for Wizz Air, with Ryanair the secondfastest growing of these airlines, despite the lack of 737
MAX deliveries that were supposed to have started by
now.
Norwegian’s passenger numbers have been falling
relative to last summer, with demand down 3% in
August 2019. However, because of the continued focus
on long-haul operations, the airline’s RPKs are still
growing this summer; up 4% in May, up 7% in June, up
6% in July and up 5% in August, according to
Norwegian’s own published statistics. For more on
Norwegian see this week’s lead story.

6

Latest European route news
Launched routes
Air Arabia on 15 September began its first service
between Sharjah and Vienna. The 4,220-kilometre
route, which is not served by any other airline, is the
airline’s second route to an EU country. It began service
to Prague in the Czech Republic last December. The
LCC’s other destinations in Europe are Moscow DME and
Grozny in Russia, Istanbul SAW in Turkey and Kiev KBP in
Ukraine. The first flight arrived 34 minutes early in
Vienna according to Flightradar24.com. The new service
will be flown 4-weekly (Wednesdays, Fridays, Saturdays
and Sundays) using the airline’s A320s. Air Arabia
accounts for 80% of scheduled seat capacity at Sharjah,
with its nearest rival Air India Express having just 8%.
Last year Sharjah handled 12.05 million passengers,
including 1.76 million transfer passengers.

Azimuth (IATA code A4) has begun a new 2-weekly
(Mondays and Fridays) Russian domestic route between
Krasnodar and Kaliningrad. The 1,710-kilometre route
will be operated by the airline’s 100/103-seat Sukhoi
Superjet 100 aircraft, of which it has nine. The most
recent aircraft joined the fleet in April. Formed in early
2017, Azimuth is based in Rostov-on-Don and operates
mainly domestic routes. Its only international
destinations are Bishkek (Kyrgyzstan) and Yerevan
(Armenia). Azimuth operates more weekly departing
flights (74) at the new airport serving Rostov-On-Don
than any other carrier, though Aeroflot and Azur Air
both offer more scheduled seat capacity, according to
Cirium Data and Analytics figures. Last year Krasnodar
served 4.16 million passengers while Kaliningrad
welcomed 2.15 million. Kaliningrad may be known to
any maths enthusiasts under its former German name of
Königsberg, which was responsible for the Seven Bridges
of Königsberg problem. When solved by Euler in 1736, it
led to the foundations of Graph Theory, a subject
studied many years ago by the author …
FlyBosnia launched its third route on Sunday 22
September when it linked Sarajevo with London LTN.
The 3-weekly service (Tuesdays, Saturdays and Sundays)
will be flown using the carrier’s A319s, of which it
currently has two. No other carrier currently operates
non-stop flights between the UK and Bosnia &
Herzegovina. British Airways briefly served Sarajevo
from London LGW between March 2007 and October
2008. Last year Sarajevo handled 1.05 million
passengers, an increase of 9.3% over the previous year.
In the first eight months of 2019 traffic is up a further
9%. The only major European flag-carriers serving
Sarajevo year-round at present are Austrian Airlines
(from Vienna), Lufthansa (from Munich) and Turkish

Airlines (from Istanbul IST). Among European LCCs,
Eurowings, Norwegian and Wizz Air (from Budapest)
serve Sarajevo as do Middle Eastern LCCs Air Arabia and
flydubai.
LOT Polish Airlines added two new long-haul links during
the last fortnight. On 11 September the Star Alliance
member began 5-weekly service from Warsaw WAW to
Delhi using its 787-8s, although the first flight was
operated by a 787-9. The route was last served by LOT in
the early 1990s. No other carrier operates the 5,270kilometre route. This raises to 11 the number of longhaul routes now served by LOT from Warsaw. Five of
these are in the US (Los Angeles, Miami, New York EWR,
New York JFK and Washington) with the other
destinations being Beijing (China), Seoul ICN (South
Korea), Singapore, Tokyo NRT (Japan) and Toronto YYZ
(Canada). Fellow Star Alliance member Air China also
serves the Beijing market from Warsaw, while Air
Canada also operates on the Toronto route. The second
new long-haul route for LOT is between Budapest and
Seoul ICN. This 3-weekly service was introduced on 22
September and will also be flown by the airline’s 787-8s.
LOT already serves New York JFK 4-weekly and Chicago
ORD 2-weekly from Budapest during the summer. It
began both these US routes in May 2018. Other longhaul services from Budapest are provided by Air Canada
(daily to Toronto in summer), Air China (4-weekly to
Beijing), American Airlines (daily to Philadelphia in
summer) and Shanghai Airlines (3-weekly to, er,
Shanghai).

Having established a significant presence at Moscow
VKO, Aeroflot’s in-house LCC, Pobeda, is gradually
expanding in St. Petersburg. During the last fortnight it
added two new domestic routes to Astrakhan (2-weekly,
Fridays and Sundays) and Ufa (daily). The Astrakhan
service is currently not flown by any other carrier but on
the 1,630-kilometre route to Ufa, competition is
provided by Aeroflot (2-daily) and Smartavia (4-weekly).
Smartavia was known as Nordavia until earlier this year.
At the start of W19/20 (at the end of October) Pobeda
will add four more domestic routes from St. Petersburg
to Chelyabinsk, Novosibirsk, Perm and Samara. This
winter Pobeda will be serving 21 domestic destinations
from Russia’s second city.

airports in Europe. For Helsinki, Sichuan Airlines is a
new airline and Chengdu is a new non-stop destination
and its eighth in China. Finnair already serves Beijing,
Chongqing, Guangzhou, Nanjing, Shanghai and Xi’an,
Juneyao Airlines also serves Shanghai and Tibet Airlines
serves Jinan. However, it has been reported that Finnair
is dropping its seasonal service to Chongqing at the end
of October.
On 23 September Turkish Airlines launched its fifth
route to Egypt from its home hub of Istanbul IST. Luxor
is the new destination, which will be served 2-weekly by
a mix of the Star Alliance carrier’s 737-800s and A321s.
The 1,740-kilometre route faces no direct competition.
Outbound flights depart Istanbul at 23:20 while the
return flight departs Egypt at 02:15, arriving back in
Istanbul at 06:25. Turkish Airlines already serves Cairo
(21-weekly), Hurghada (10-weekly), Alexandria HBE (9weekly) and Sharm El-Sheikh (9-weekly). Egyptair (14weekly) competes directly on the Cairo route, while
Pegasus Airlines serves Hurghada (8-weekly) and Sharm
El-Sheikh (7-weekly) from Istanbul SAW.

Ural Airlines began serving Prague from Perm on 18
September. The 2-weekly service, operated by the
airline’s A319s and A320s, will be flown on Wednesdays
and Saturdays. The 2,830-kilometre link is the airline’s
third service to the Czech capital as it already serves
Prague from Moscow ZIA (daily) and Ekaterinburg (6weekly). Prague is now connected to nine Russian
airports, the other six being Kazan, Moscow SVO,
Novosibirsk, Rostov-on-Don, Samara and St.
Petersburg. Perm ranks as Russia’s 23rd busiest airport,
handling 1.52 million passengers in 2018. It opened an
impressive new terminal in November 2017. Prague
appears to be the airport’s first route to an EU capital.
Other international routes available from the airport this
summer according to Cirium Data and Analytics are to
Antalya, Batumi, Dalaman and Heraklion.

Sichuan Airlines has tweaked one of its European
services. From 16 September it has replaced its 2-weekly
(Mondays and Fridays) non-stop service from Chengdu
to Copenhagen, with a one-stop service that operates
via Helsinki. This means that Chengdu to Helsinki is a
new non-stop service flown by the airline’s A330-300s.
Sichuan Airlines already serves Istanbul IST, Moscow
SVO, Prague, Rome FCO and St. Petersburg with nonstop service from Chengdu. In total the carrier continues
to operate 15 flights per week between Chengdu and

Virgin Atlantic added Israel to its network when it
introduced daily flights from London LHR to Tel Aviv on
25 September. The 3,590-kilometre route will be served
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Latest European route news
by the airline’s A330-300s. Direct competition from
Heathrow is provided by British Airways (19-weekly)
and El Al (8-weekly). Further indirect competition comes
from easyJet (13-weekly from Luton), El Al (9-weekly
from Luton), Wizz Air (daily from Luton) and Arkia Israeli
Airlines (3-weekly from Stansted). easyJet also offers 3weekly winter seasonal flights to Tel Aviv from Gatwick.
So far this year, Virgin Atlantic has added Las Vegas
(daily since 31 March) and now Tel Aviv to its Heathrow
network, with a resumption of service to Mumbai set to
start at the beginning of October. Next year, new Sao
Paulo flights will be celebrated at the end of March, with
Havana service shifting from Gatwick to Heathrow in
June 2020.

Vueling has significantly expanded its presence in
Florence with the addition of four new routes. Between
15 and 17 September the LCC launched flights to Bilbao
(2-weekly), Munich (between 3-weekly and 5-weekly),
Prague (between 2-weekly and 4-weekly) and Vienna
(between 5-weekly and daily). The airline’s A319s will
operate all four routes. Competition comes from Air
Dolomiti (27-weekly) on the Munich route and Austrian
Airlines (daily) on the Vienna route. This winter, Vueling
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will operate a total of 11 routes from Florence – the
other seven are Amsterdam, Barcelona, Catania,
London LGW, Madrid, Palermo and Paris ORY. This
summer the carrier has also operated seasonal flights
from Florence to Copenhagen, London LTN, Mykonos,
Palma de Mallorca, Santorini and Tel Aviv. As a result of
the new routes, Vueling will increase its share of seat
capacity at Florence from 24% in W18/19 to 31% in
W19/20, further cementing the airline’s position as the
biggest carrier at the Italian airport with three A319s
now based there.

and Stavanger (4-weekly) were added on 16 September,
while Catania service (3-weekly competing with easyJet)
was launched the following day. The Catania service is
only bookable until the end of October. Wizz Air now
serves well over 50 destinations from Luton and is vying
with easyJet to be the leading carrier at the airport,
London’s fourth busiest. All these new destinations are
already served from multiple Wizz Air bases across
Europe.
Another Wizz Air base to celebrate new routes recently
was Poznan. A 2-weekly service to Birmingham was
reinstated having been dropped in January, while Kutaisi
in Georgia is a new route. Wizz Air only serves eight
destinations from Poznan, the others being Doncaster
Sheffield, Eindhoven, Kiev IEV, London LTN, Oslo TRF
and Paris BVA. Wizz Air accounts for around 22% of seat
capacity at Poznan, but trails way behind Ryanair which
serves 20 destinations from the Polish airport and has a
41% share of seat capacity. Finally, Wizz Air launched a 2
-weekly service between Katowice and Alesund in
Norway on 16 September. This is the airline’s third route
to Alesund as it already offers 2-weekly flights from both
Gdansk and Kaunas.

Wizz Air added four new routes from its Krakow base in
mid-September. The new destinations are Birmingham
(3-weekly), Eindhoven (3-weekly), Reykjavik KEF (2weekly) and Tel Aviv (4-weekly). The ULCC faces rather
more competition than usual on these routes with
Jet.com and Ryanair both already serving Birmingham,
Ryanair and Transavia already serving Eindhoven and El
Al, LOT Polish Airlines and Ryanair all linking Krakow
with Tel Aviv. This brings to 18 the number of routes
Wizz Air is now serving from its Krakow base, which it
only opened on 1 May. For more on Krakow see our
airport profile on page 4 of this issue.
Wizz Air’s biggest base at London LTN welcomed
another three new routes in mid-September. Oslo (daily)
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Continued from page 1 cutbacks for this winter, Norwegian is

still launching a number of new routes, notably from Bergen. The
city that will be hosting Routes Europe next April, will welcome
new routes to Gdansk and Palanga (in Lithuania) and also see the
resumption of flights to Harstad/Narvik, Manchester and Tenerife
TFS.
There are also new routes to the Canary Islands; Copenhagen to
Fuerteventura, Billund to Gran Canaria and Reykjavik KEF to both
Tenerife TFS and Gran Canaria. Another new service launching on
31 October is between Copenhagen and Munich, a route already
well served this winter by both Lufthansa (33-weekly) and SAS (17weekly). Norwegian will offer just 2-weekly service. The carrier
already serves the Bavarian capital from Oslo and Stockholm, as
well as from various Spanish airports.
At least 30% of seats at four biggest airports in Norway
Not surprisingly, Norwegian is a major player in the Norwegian
market. Analysis of schedule data for this summer shows that the
carrier accounted for just over 30% of seat capacity at Bergen,
Stavanger and Trondheim. At the country’s busiest airport serving
the capital, Oslo OSL, Norwegian’s services made up around 42% of
the airport’s seat offering.
Among the airline’s top 20 airports served (by seats in S19) at only
one other airport does Norwegian account for more than 40% of
seat capacity and that is at Aalborg in Denmark. Here Norwegian
accounts for 45% of seats, primarily thanks to its high frequency
(up to 9-daily) service to Copenhagen, although it also offers lowfrequency service to Alicante, Malaga and Palma de Mallorca.
However, it no longer serves London LGW from the Danish airport.
US and Spain dominate country-pair markets
Analysis of Norwegian’s leading country-pair markets, as measured
by ASKs, in 2019 Q3 shows that out of the top 15, seven involve the
US and a further six involve Spain, highlighting the importance of
these two markets to the airline’s fortunes. The remaining two
markets are the Norwegian domestic market and the UK-Argentina
market. The latter comprises a single 11,100-kilometre route
between London LGW and Buenos Aires which was launched on 14
February 2018 as a four-weekly service but operated daily in S19.
The fastest-growing US markets in Q3 were Italy (+64%) and Spain
(+63%). This summer saw the launch of Rome FCO to Boston flights
while there were frequency increases on the airline’s routes from
the Italian capital to Los Angeles, New York EWR and Oakland. The
Spain-US market saw new routes between Barcelona and Chicago
(launched on 7 June) and between Madrid and Boston (launched
on 2 May). There were also frequency increases on the Barcelona
to Los Angeles and Madrid to New York JFK routes.
Of the six Spanish markets in the top 15, four showed a drop in
ASKs. While in three of them the drop was less than 10%,
Norwegian’s ASKs on routes between Germany and Spain fell by a
significant 26% with 10 of 22 routes having been dropped.

Thomas Cook collapse: seat share at UK and German airports in S19
The collapse of the holiday company Thomas Cook last
Monday came as bad news for the staff of the company
and the passengers whose holidays will not now take
place. For those on holiday at the time of the company’s
collapse, the UK government activated Operation
Matterhorn to bring home some 150,000 holidaymakers.

Thomas Cook Airlines was operating from 10 UK airports
this summer with Manchester and London LGW seeing
the most flights. However, the airline’s biggest share of
airline seat capacity this summer was in Cardiff with
11%, ahead of Manchester (just over 10%).

departures from Gatwick. However, many of the slots
are irregular and many are either very early or very late
in the day.

The Thomas Cook Group ran five separate airlines with
Thomas Cook Airlines in the UK (see issue 45/46) and
Condor in Germany, accounting for the majority of the
Group’s flying activities.

At a further five UK airports Thomas Cook accounted for
between 6% and 9% of seat capacity this summer.
However, one of the airline’s most valuable assets may
be the slots it holds at Gatwick, where it accounts for
just over 4% of seat capacity this summer. In August, the
airline was operating between 16 and 18 daily

In Germany, Condor is operating from just eight airports
this summer, with Frankfurt by far the busiest ahead of
Düsseldorf. In Hannover, Condor has 13% of seat
capacity but the real concern will be in Leipzig, where
Condor is the leading airline and is responsible for
around one-third of all scheduled seats in S19. It serves
13 destinations from Leipzig this summer with Palma de
Mallorca and Antalya the biggest routes by seats.
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Thomas Cook Airlines and Condor are leading airlines

